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1 Introduction
In the Standard Model (SM) the width of the Higgs is small ( 4 MeV) compared to
the Higgs mass of mh  125 GeV. The width is known to high accuracy in terms of the
parameters of the SM, and this makes it interesting to study perturbations due to physics
beyond the SM on the total and partial widths. Although dicult to directly measure,
the Higgs width is essential to inferring the full set of partial widths from the observed
branching ratios | which match well with SM predictions for the Higgs at the  10%
level. Precise knowledge of the Higgs width is a key requirement to accurately interpreting
experimental results on Higgs decays now and in the future. This remains true when the
SM is extended into the Standard Model Eective Field theory (SMEFT).
The SMEFT is dened under the assumptions that: physics beyond the SM is present
at scales  >
p
2 hHyHi = vT , no light (m vT ) hidden states are lurking in the particle
spectrum with couplings to the SM, and a SU(2)L scalar doublet with hypercharge yh = 1=2
is present in the low energy limit dening the EFT.1 The SMEFT extends the SM with
operators Q(d)i of mass dimension d
LSMEFT = LSM + L(5) + L(6) + L(7) + : : : ; (1.1)
L(d) =
X
i
C
(d)
i
d 4
Q(d)i for d > 4:
The operators Q
(d)
i are suppressed by d 4 powers of the cut-o scale  and the C(d)i are the
Wilson coecients. In this work we use the non-redundant L(6) Warsaw basis [2]. This basis
removed some residual redundancies (see also [3, 4]) in the over-complete basis of ref. [5].
We often use the notation ~C = Cv2T =
2 for dimensionless rescaled Wilson coecients. In
this work we report the corrections to the two and four body decay of the Higgs width
through vector currents, i.e the interference eects of L(6) with the SM prediction of the
Higgs Width. We neglect odd dimension operator eects from L(5) as this operator violates
lepton number and does not interfere in the processes that we calculate at tree level. This
same reasoning applies to neglecting L(7) corrections. We neglect corrections due to L(8), as
including a consistent and complete set of such corrections is beyond the scope of this work.
A key strength of a SMEFT analysis of experimental data is that it represents a
consistent general low energy (or infrared | IR) limit of physics beyond the SM, so long
1More precisely the direct meaning of this standard assumption is that the local operators are analytic
functions of the eld H in the SMEFT. The analyticity of the local contact operators making up the SMEFT
is a basic feature of this theory. This basic EFT point was discussed in the recent SMEFT review [1].
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as its dening assumptions are satised, and all operators at each order in the power
counting of the theory are retained. This is the approach we adopt in this paper. A
further strength of the SMEFT is that it addresses a key challenge to the program of
studying the Higgs precisely to look for deviations in its properties as a sign of physics
beyond the SM. The diculty of directly measuring the Higgs width experimentally (model
independently) in the LHC environment is well known. For some related results see refs. [6{
10]. This fact is also relevant when considering successor machines for a future precision
Higgs phenomenology program. It is important to stress that the perturbations to the
Higgs width are systematically calculable and of a limited form in the SMEFT, when the
assumptions of this theoretical framework are adopted. Due to this, even when the Higgs
width is dicult to directly measure, it is possible to bound it indirectly due to calculating
directly its allowed perturbations in the SMEFT.
In this paper, we report a consistent calculation of the width of the Higgs to order
1=2 for a set of two and four body decays (through vector currents) in the SMEFT.2
Our results are presented in a semi-analytic fashion, with inclusive phase space integrals
explicitly evaluated and reported. Our results allow the total inclusive width, partial widths
and branching ratios to be determined as a function of the Wilson coecients without a
Monte Carlo generator being run. This allows the Wilson coecient space of the SMEFT
to be sampled eciently in global studies of the properties of the Higgs, and combined with
other particle physics experimental results. We believe this is of some value going forward
in the LHC experimental program.
A key observation feeding into the important impact of the calculation reported here
is the relative success of the narrow width approximation in the SM and the SMEFT. The
narrow width approximation in the SM relies on the fact that SM interactions are of limited
mass dimension (d  4) for its numerical adequacy in predicting many experimental results
This is the case as renormalizability leads to h and hZ eective vertices being one loop
eects. In the SMEFT, the presence of interaction terms of mass dimension d > 4 leads to
a more serious breakdown of the narrow width approximation, primarily due to neglected
interference eects using this approximation. This is despite the fact that the SU(2)U(1)
gauge bosons remain narrow, with  =M  1. In this work we incorporate o-shell eects
neglected in the narrow width approximation, and a consistent set of interference eects
present in the SMEFT at LO for the processes we calculate, to address this issue.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 3 we dene how the
f^ew; m^Z ; G^F ; M^hg and fm^W ; m^Z ; G^F ; M^hg electroweak parameter input schemes are re-
lated to Lagrangian parameters. In section 4 we dene some common Lagrangian parameter
shifts, including vertex corrections, widths, and shifts to the propagators as combinations
of Wilson coecients. In section 5 we dene the consistent leading order results for the
SMEFT corrections to a critical set of two and four body decays of the Higgs. This in-
cludes an extensive discussion of the results for four body Higgs decays, and the required
2Four body decays where a vector is emitted o the fermion pair produced by the Higgs is considered
beyond the scope of this work. Such corrections are suppressed by small yukawa couplings, and also
(generally) kinematically suppressed. These results, as well as a set of other interference eects that are
also omitted here, will be included in a follow up work.
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determination of the phase space integrations over four body phase space. In section 6
we discuss the numerical results and quantify the impact of dierent contributions, with
special attention to the terms that are usually neglected when using the narrow width
approximation for the W;Z bosons. Finally in section 7 we conclude.
2 SM and SMEFT theoretical conventions
The SM Lagrangian [11{13] notation is xed to be
LSM =  1
4
GAG
A   1
4
W IW
I   1
4
BB
 +
X
 
 i =D ; (2.1)
+(DH)
y(DH)  

HyH   1
2
v2
2
 
h
Hyj d Yd qj + eHyjuYu qj +Hyje Ye `j + h.c.i :
The chiral projectors have the convention  L=R = PL=R  where PR = (1 + 5) =2, and the
gauge covariant derivative is dened with a positive sign convention
D = @ + ig3T
AAA + ig2
IW I=2 + ig1yiB; (2.2)
with I = f1; 2; 3g, A = f1 : : : 8g ,  I denotes the Pauli matrices and yi the UY(1) hy-
percharge generator with charge normalization yi = f1=6; 2=3; 1=3; 1=2; 1; 1=2g for
i = fq; u; d; `; e;Hg. Notation for L(6) largely descends from ref. [2] with  replaced by H
for the Higgs SU(2)L eld. We use the Hermitian derivative conventions
Hy i
 !
D H = iH
y(DH)  i(DH)yH; (2.3)
Hy i
 !
D IH = iH
y I(DH)  i(DH)y IH: (2.4)
The normalization of  I is such that tr[ IJ] = 2 IJ. Our conventions are consistent with
ref. [1], and we refer the reader to this work for more notational details. We use the notation
kij = (ki + kj)
 and k2ij = (ki + kj)
2 for the Lorentz invariant four vector and its square,
with nal state spinor pairs produced from the decay of a vector boson. For example, in
the massless fermions limit, pairs (u(ki); v(kj)), (u(kk); v(kl)) can be produced by vectors
carrying four momentum k2ij = 2ki  kj , k2kl = 2kk  kl.
3 Input schemes and analytical results
Operators in L(6) can have a signicant impact on the determination of Lagrangian param-
eters from experimental imputs. The SMEFT has a signicant input parameter scheme de-
pendence of this form. An input parameter scheme is an (informed) choice, with no scheme
carrying unique benets. In any case, scheme dependence cancels out when experimental
measurements are directly related to one another, by-passing Lagrangian parameters. As
generally this is not done, in this work we present the Higgs width in two input parameter
schemes, to avoid drawing overly scheme dependent conclusions. For more discussion on
the benets of the schemes used see refs. [16, 20]
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For the f^ew; m^Z ; G^F g input parameter scheme many of these results are summa-
rized in ref. [1], which in turn is based on [14{19]. The corresponding results in the
fm^W ; m^Z ; G^F g input parameter scheme largely descend from ref. [20]. Here we collect and
complete the theoretical results used for a self contained presentation, and to dene a con-
sistent LO set of analytic results of the SMEFT. These results are then used to consistently
dene the Higgs width with leading SMEFT corrections.
Our notation follows the \hat-bar" convention of refs. [1, 15, 16]. Lagrangian param-
eters directly determined from the measured input parameters are dened as having hat
superscripts. Lagrangian parameters in the canonically normalized SMEFT Lagrangian
are indicated with bar superscripts. The dierences between these parameters come about
due to the SMEFT perturbations of the SM. With this convention, a leading order shift in
a SM Lagrangian parameter (P ) due to the SMEFT, when such a parameter is determined
from an input parameter set, is given by
P = P   P^ : (3.1)
Note the sign convention applied to these shift denitions, and that in the SM limit (Ci ! 0)
hatted and bar quantities coincide and the SM inference from experimental results (at tree
level) is recovered. The implementation of this convention has some historical legacies. GF
is dimensionless while GF has mass dimension minus two requiring a further dimensionful
rescaling from a naive implementation of this convention.
In unitary gauge, the Higgs doublet is expanded as
H =
1p
2
 
0
[1 + CH;kin]h+ vT
!
; CH;kin 

~CH   1
4
~CHD

; (3.2)
to obtain a canonical normalization. Here hHyHi has been dened to include corrections
due to L(6) so that vT  (1 + 3CHv2=82)v where
p
2hHyHiSM  v. Below, we include
cross terms in theoretical predictions, where higher order SM perturbative corrections
interfere with the L(6) corrections. We note that the total contribution to S matrix elements
is gauge invariant order by order in the SMEFT power counting expansion; i.e. the ASM
amplitude contributing to an S matrix element through ASM A(6)=2 is separately gauge
invariant, as is A(6)=2 alone.
The gauge elds are redened into script elds to canonically normalize the SMEFT,
including L(6) corrections, as
GA = GA

1 + ~CHG

; W I =WI

1 + ~CHW

; B = B

1 + ~CHB

: (3.3)
The modied coupling constants are simultaneously redened
g3 = g3

1 + ~CHG

; g2 = g2

1 + ~CHW

; g1 = g1

1 + ~CHB

; (3.4)
so that the products g3G
A
 = g3GA , etc. are unchanged.
The rotated script eld eigenstate basis for fW3;Bg in the SMEFT to L(6) is given
by [14, 15] "
W3
B
#
=
"
1  12 ~CHWB
 12 ~CHWB 1
# "
cos  sin 
  sin  cos 
#"
Z
A
#
: (3.5)
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The LSM + L(6) rotation angle is
tan  =
g1
g2
+
~CHWB
2

1  g
2
1
g22

: (3.6)
The mass eigenstate elds of the SM fZ; Ag are dened via the CHWB ! 0 and
fcos ; sin g ! fcos ; sin g limit of eq. (3.5) where c = cos  = g2=
p
g21 + g
2
2, s = sin  =
g1=
p
g21 + g
2
2. The relation between the mass eigenstate elds in LSM and LSM + L(6) is
explicitly [21]
Z = Z

1 + s2
^
~CHB + c
2
^
~CHW + s^c^
~CHWB

;
+A

s^c^(
~CHW   ~CHB) 

1
2
  s2
^

~CHWB +
s2
2s^c^

; (3.7)
A = A

1 + c2
^
~CHB + s
2
^
~CHW   s^c^ ~CHWB

;
+ Z

s^c^(
~CHW   ~CHB) 

1
2
  s2
^

~CHWB   s
2

2s^c^

: (3.8)
These expressions hold in both input parameter schemes using notation dened in the
following section. L(8) corrections to this formalism where recently reported in ref. [22]
In addition to the electroweak input parameters we discuss below in detail, we also
require experimental inputs to x fmt; s;mc;mb;m ; V ijCKM ;(5)had;    g. Barred mass
parameters are generally dened to be the pole masses in LSMEFT , including L(6) cor-
rections. For recent discussion and results on CKM parameters in the SMEFT from an
input parameter perspective, see refs. [21, 23]. Note that we generally neglect terms in the
SMEFT corrections to SM results relatively suppressed by small quark masses.
3.1 f^ew; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input parameter scheme
For the f^ew; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input parameter scheme, in unitary gauge, we dene
e^ =
p
4^ew; v^T =
1
21=4
p
G^F
; s2
^
=
1
2
"
1 
s
1  4^p
2G^F M^2Z
#
; M^2W = M^
2
Zc
2
^
;
g^1 =
e^
c^
; g^2 =
e^
s^
; g^Z =   g^2
c^
;
and c2
^
 1  s2
^
. It is convenient to dene
GF =
1p
2
 
~C
(3)
Hl
ee
+ ~C
(3)
Hl

  1
2
( ~C 0 ll
ee
+ ~C 0 ll
ee
)
!
; (3.9)
M2W
M^2W
=   s2^
4 c2^

c^
s^
~CHD +
s^
c^
2
p
2 GF + 4 ~CHWB

; (3.10)
s2 =
s2^
8c2^
h
s2^

~CHD + 2
p
2 GF

+ 4 ~CHWB
i
; (3.11)
e
e^
= 0: (3.12)
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The U(3)5 limit used here treats the two avour contractions of Qll as independent [24]
(C ll
mnop
mn op + C
0
ll
mnop
mp no)(lmln)(lo
lp): (3.13)
We also dene corrections to the Z and h mass parameters even though the corresponding
input parameter M^Z ; M^h x the location of the propagator pole, i.e. by denition a pole
in a resonance scan is such that M2Z =
M2Z   M^2Z  0 and M2h = M2h   M^2h  0.
We dene shifts to the Z, h masses as a convenient shorthand notation for common
combinations of Lagrangian parameters in LSMEFT. We are then faced with a notational
conundrum, as the natural notational choice in each case is zero by denition. We overcome
this challenge with a slight modication of notation compared to ref. [1] by dening
m2Z =
M^2Z
2
~CHD +
23=4
p
^ M^Z
G^
1=2
F
~CHWB; (3.14)
m2h = M^
2
h
 
 3
~CH
2
+ 2 ~CH  
~CHD
2
!
; (3.15)
where the lowercase m takes on an meaning distinguishing it from the uppercase MZ;h
resonance pole mass, whose shift vanishes by denition. One should note this notational
renement when comparing to past works. See ref. [1] for more details.
3.2 fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input parameter scheme
In this scheme
e^ = 2  21=4M^W
q
G^F s^; v^T =
1
21=4
p
G^F
; s2
^
= 1  M^
2
W
M^2Z
;
g^1 = 2  21=4M^Z
vuutG^F  1  M^2W
M^2Z
!
; g^2 = 2  21=4M^W
q
G^F ; g^Z =   g^2
c^
:
GF ; m
2
h are unchanged from the expressions in eqs. (3.9), (3.15) and
m2Z =
M^2Z
2
~CHD + 2 M^Z M^W
s
1  M^
2
W
M^2Z
~CHWB; (3.16)
m2W = 0; (3.17)
m2h = M^
2
h
 
 3
~CH
2
+ 2 ~CH  
~CHD
2
!
; (3.18)
s2 =  
M^2W
2M^2Z
~CHD   M^W
M^Z
s
1  M^
2
W
M^2Z
~CHWB; (3.19)
e
e^
 
2 ^
=  GFp
2
+
m2Z
M^2Z
M^2W
2 (M^2W   M^2Z)
  ~CHWB M^W
M^Z
s
1  M^
2
W
M^2Z
: (3.20)
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4 Preliminaries: some common parameter shifts
For each input parameter scheme, the expression for a physical observable depends (in
part) on the shift in the usual SM Lagrangian parameters through the formulae in the
previous two sections. Here we give a common set of such shifts. The P are a useful short
hand notation that can be used at times in a specic gauge, but do not span, and are not
equivalent to, a complete and well dened gauge independent operator basis for L(6) in the
SMEFT. The remaining SMEFT corrections to physical observables appear through the
direct dependence on the operators in calculated amplitudes, and through the expansion
of the W pole mass in the f^ew; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input parameter scheme.
4.1 Eective A   couplings
In either input parameter scheme we can dene the A eective couplings as
LA;eff =  e^

Q (1 + e=e^) J
A
 
A; JA =    ; (4.1)
where Q = f2=3; 1=3; 1g for  = fu; d; eg. As class seven operators in the Warsaw basis
are of the form Hy i
 !
D H   and the Higgs is uncharged under U(1)em, further avour
non-universal contact operator contributions due to expanding out these operators are not
present. Chirality ipping dipole operators generate eective couplings of the photon eld
to U(1)em charged fermions at L6. However, as these contributions interfere with the SM
amplitudes proportional to quark masses, even if the Wilson coecient is not assumed
proportional to the Yukawa matrix to impose a controlled breaking of avour symmetry;
these contributions are neglected.
4.2 Eective Z   and hZ   couplings
The Z couplings are modied as
LZ;e = g^Z JZ prZ; JZ

 pr =
 p 
h
(g V )pr   (g A)pr 5
i
 r (4.2)
where  = fu; ; d; eg with normalization g ;SMV = T3=2   Q s2^, g
 ;SM
A = T3=2 and
2T3( ) = f1; 1; 1; 1g while F [ ~C1; ~C2; ~C3    ]pr  ( ~C 1
pr
+ ~C 2
pr
+ ~C 3
pr
+    )=4 yielding
(g`V )pr = gZ (g
`;SM
V )pr   F [ ~CHe; ~C(1)H` ; ~C(3)H` ]pr  Q` pr s2; (4.3)
(g`A)pr = gZ (g
`;SM
A )pr   F [  ~CHe; ~C(1)H` ; ~C(3)H` ]pr; (4.4)
(gA=V )pr = gZ (g
;SM
A=V )pr   F [ ~C
(1)
H` ;  ~C(3)H` ]pr; (4.5)
(guV )pr = gZ (g
u;SM
V )pr   F [ ~CHu; ~C(1)Hq;  ~C(3)Hq]pr  Qu pr s2; (4.6)
(guA)pr = gZ (g
u;SM
A )pr + F [
~CHu;  ~C(1)Hq; ~C(3)Hq]pr; (4.7)
(gdV )pr = gZ (g
d;SM
V )pr   F [ ~CHd; ~C(1)Hq; ~C(3)Hq]pr  Qd pr s2; (4.8)
(gdA)pr = gZ (g
d;SM
A )pr   F [  ~CHd; ~C(1)Hq; ~C(3)Hq]pr; (4.9)
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where g^Z =  g^2=c^ =  2 21=4
p
G^F M^Z =  
p
g^21 + g^
2
2 and
gZ =  GFp
2
  m
2
Z
2M^2Z
+ s^ c^
~CHWB: (4.10)
The SMEFT introduces hZ   couplings that are forbidden in the SM due to it
being limited to d  4 interactions. We dene these couplings as
LZh;e = 2 g^Z
v^T
Z h  p 

 ChV 
pr
   ChA 
pr
5

 r; (4.11)
where as above
 ChV`
pr
=  F [ ~CHe; ~C(1)H` ; ~C(3)H` ]pr;  ChA`
pr
=  F [  ~CHe; ~C(1)H` ; ~C(3)H` ]pr; (4.12)
 ChV
pr
=  F [ ~C(1)H` ;  ~C(3)H` ]pr;  ChApr =  F [
~C
(1)
H` ;  ~C(3)H` ]pr; (4.13)
 ChVu
pr
=  F [ ~CHu; ~C(1)Hq; C(3)Hq]pr;  ChAu
pr
= F [ ~CHu;  ~C(1)Hq; ~C(3)Hq]pr; (4.14)
 ChVd
pr
=  F [ ~CHd; ~C(1)Hq; ~C(3)Hq]pr;  ChAd
pr
=  F [  ~CHd; ~C(1)Hq; ~C(3)Hq]pr: (4.15)
In the results that follow, we calculate in the limit that nal state fermions are ne-
glected. Using chiral eigenstates of the fermions is advantageous in some results, and we
note that the left and right handed SM couplings follow in the standard manner. The
chiral SMEFT corrections are
g L
pr
= g V
pr
+ g A
pr
; g R
pr
= g V
pr
  g A
pr
; (4.16)
C HL
pr
=  ChV 
pr
+  ChA 
pr
; C HR
pr
=  ChV 
pr
   ChA 
pr
: (4.17)
We introduce the convenient notation (g a )2 = jg aL j2  jg aR j2 for some common combina-
tions of the Z boson couplings that appear.
4.3 Eective W  L L and Wh  L L couplings
In the case of the W eective couplings we dene
LW;eff =   g^2p
2
W+ JW
+;
 pr + h:c:; (4.18)
JW
+;
`pr = p

h
(g
W+;`
V )pr   (gW+;`A )pr5
i
er; J
W+;
qpr = up 
h
(g
W+;q
V )pr   (gW+;qA )pr5
i
dr:
In the SM
(g
W+;`
V )
SM
pr = (g
W+;`
A )
SM
pr =
(U yPMNS)pr
2
; (g
W+q
V )
SM
pr = (g
W+;q
A )
SM
pr =
Vpr
2
; (4.19)
where V = U(u; L)yU(d; L) is the CKM matrix, U = U(e; L)yU(; L) the PMNS matrix,
with U( ;L=R) the rotation matrix between the weak and mass eigenstates. For avour
diagonal components
(g
W; 
V )rr = (g
W; 
A )rr =
1
2
~C
(3)
H 
rr
  GF
2
p
2
rr; (4.20)
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for  = fq; `g in the fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input scheme and
(g
W; 
V )rr = (g
W; 
A )rr =
1
2

~C
(3)
H 
rr
+
1
2
c^
s^
~CHWBrr

  1
4
s2
s2
^
rr: (4.21)
in the f^ew; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg scheme.
The SMEFT introduces hW+  T+PL ; hW   T PL couplings as
LWh;e =  
p
2g^2
v^T
h `p
"
W+ T+ ~C(3)H`
pr
+W  T  ~C(3)H`
pr
#
`r;
 
p
2g^2
v^T
h qp

W+ T+ ~C(3)Hq
pr
+W  T  ~C(3)Hq
pr

qr; (4.22)
where 2T+ = 1 + i2; 2T
  = 1   i2. The o diagonal terms trivially follow. Again, we
note that the left and right handed gW; L;R SMEFT corrections are the sum and dierence
of the vector and axial W shifts respectively.
4.4 Eective h   couplings
The pole masses of quarks and leptons inferred from experimental results can dene input
parameters m^ . These inputs also determine the Yukawa couplings through the denition
Y^ = 2
3=4M^ 
q
G^F (4.23)
with normalization
Lh;eff =  gh 
pr
h  R
p
 L
r
+ h:c: (4.24)
In the SM gSMh 
pp
= Y^ 
pp
=
p
2, and in the SMEFT [15]
gh 
pr
=
Y^ 
prp
2

CH;kin   GFp
2

  1p
2
~C H
pr
: (4.25)
Note that in the U(3)5 limit ~C H
pr
is proportional to Y 
pr
.
4.5 Massive boson propagator and width shifts
For a consistent treatment of the SMEFT corrections to the SM, the propagators need to
be expanded up to linear order in the Wilson coecients, when a massive vector boson
mediates an experimental measurement [19]. For a massive boson B = fZ;W; hg we dene
DB(k2ij) =
1
k2ij   M2B + i B MB + i

1 + DB(k2ij)

: (4.26)
The propagator in unitary gauge is then
 i
k2ij   M^2B + i  ^B M^B + i
"
g   kk
M^2B
 
1  M
2
B
M^2B
!# 
1 + DB(k2ij)

: (4.27)
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Note that as we calculate in the massless limit of the nal state fermions, the longitudinal
term / kk vanishes in this limit. The shift in the propagator is given by
DB(k2ij) =
1
k2ij   M^2B + i ^BM^B
" 
1  i ^B
2M^B
!
M2B   iM^B B
#
: (4.28)
A useful result is
2Re

DB(k2ij)

=
2(k2ij   M^2B)M2B    ^B( ^BM2B + 2M^2B  B)
(k2ij   M^2B)2 + M^2B ^2B
; (4.29)
which can be directly used if VCKM ; UPMNS phases are neglected and one considers a
CP conserving set of Wilson coecients in L(6). In a near on-shell region of phase space
k2ij ' m^2B
2Re

DB(m^2B)
 '  M2B
M^2B
  2 B
 ^B
: (4.30)
In the f^ew; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg scheme M2Z = M2h = 0, while in the fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg
scheme M2Z = M
2
W = M
2
h = 0. The width shift should be included when studying
experimental results in any scheme for a consistent SMEFT analysis. This can be done
by expanding in the correction to the width, linearizing the dependence on the SMEFT
correction in the nal result for an observable. This procedure is dicult to directly
carry out interfacing SMEFTsim [21] with MadGraph5 due to the implementation of
widths in MadGraph5. Our results present this result for inclusive quantities in a semi-
analytic form, determining this correction using direct numerical integration. This makes
the dependence on the total width clear in the case of inclusive quantities, and at least
clearer when considering non-inclusive quantities.
The decay of a Higgs boson to four fermion nal states occurs through physical phase
space where some of the intermediate propagators are necessarily o-shell. The width of
the unstable SM Bosons remains parametrically less than the boson mass in the SMEFT,
as the corrections introduced to the widths and masses are a small perturbative correction.
As such, one can still expand in the small ratios  B=MB,  B=MB the modied propagator
of the SMEFT, nding
2Re

DB(k2ij)

= 2
M2B
M^2B
M^2B
k2ij   M^2B
  2 B
 B
M^2B ^
2
B
(k2ij   M^2B)2
+
M2B
M^2B
M^2B ^
2
B(k
2
ij + M^
2
B)
(k2ij   M^2B)3
+   
(4.31)
The o shell region of phase space where (k2ij M^2B) '  ^BM^B, and when k2ij takes on other
values, is averaged over in a four body decay of the Higgs through intermediate vector
bosons V = fW;Z;Ag. The eect of this averaging in the SMEFT, compared to the SM,
modies the coecient for  B= ^B in an O(1) manner, and this deviation from a naive
expectation formed using eq. (4.30) is included in our results, see section 6.4.
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4.5.1  Z
At tree level corrections to Z partial and total widths due to L(6) are
 
 Z !    = p2 GF M3Z N C
3

jg V j2 + jg Aj2

; (4.32)
 
 Z !    = p2 G^F M^3Z N C
3

2g ;SMV g
 
V + 2g
 ;SM
A g
 
A

; (4.33)
 Z!Had = 2   (Z ! uu) + 3  
 Z ! d d ; (4.34)
 Z = 3 Z!`` + 3 Z! +  Z!Had; (4.35)
N C depends on the SU(3)c representation of  . O diagonal corrections due to local contact
operators are neglected, as they interfere with SM contributions that have a signicant
numerical suppression. This reasoning is used in part to dene a \pole parameter" set of
SMEFT Wilson coecients in ref. [21], and our results are consistent with this reasoning.3
Similarly corrections due to four fermion operators modify the inference of a partial Z width
from an experimental cross section, with an intermediate Z boson. We also neglect these
corrections as they are kinematically suppressed beyond the power counting suppression.
4.5.2  W
At tree level corrections to W partial and total widths due to L(6) are [19]
 SMW =
3 G^F M^
3
W
2
p
2
; (4.36)
 W =  SMW
 
4
3
gW;`V=A +
8
3
gW;qV=A +
M2W
2M^2W
!
; (4.37)
 W!  p r =
2NC  
SM
W
9
 
V  prg
W; 
V=A
pr
+ V  ;ypr (g
W; 
V=A
pr
)y + jV  prj2
M2W
4M^2W
!
: (4.38)
V  corresponds to the CKM ( = q) or Hermitian conjugate of the PMNS ( = `) matrix.
in the fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg scheme recall that M2W =M^2W = 0.
5 Corrections to the partial and total Higgs decay widths
The total and partial Higgs width is also corrected in the SMEFT as follows.
5.1  h!   
The decays to  = fu; c; d; s; b; e; ; g are each modied as
 
 
h!    = jgSMh j2
8
N C
Mh
 
1  4
M2 
M2h
!3=2
;
 h!   =
gSMh Re(gh )
4
N C M^h
 
1  4M^
2
 
M^2h
!3=2
: (5.1)
3The neglect of avour violating eects for the h interactions with fermions also follows from the structure
of avour changing eects in the SM.
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5.2  h!AA
The leading order SM prediction of  (h! AA) is [25{27]
 SM (h! AA) = 
2 GF
128
p
23
M3h

X
 
N C Q
2
 F1=2( ) + F1(W )

2
; (5.2)
where W = 4 M
2
W =
M2h ; ZW =
M2Z=(4
M2W ) and  = 4
M2 =
M2h , while
F1=2( ) =  2   2 (1   )f( ); (5.3)
F1(W ) = 2 + 3 W [1 + (2  W ) f(W )] ; (5.4)
f(p) =
8><>:
arcsin2
p
1=p; p  1
 14

ln
1+
p
1 p
1 
p
1 p   i
2
; p < 1:
(5.5)
The correction in the SMEFT due to L(6) is given by
 h!AA =  ^SM (h! AA)

2

^
 
p
2GF

+
^2 G^F M^
3
h
128
p
23


X
 
N C Q
2
 F1=2( ) + F1(W )

2
  ^
2 G^F M^
3
h
2
p
2
Re
24X
 
N C Q
2
 F1=2( ) + F1(W )
35 ~CAA; (5.6)
where ~CAA = ~CHW =g^22 + ~CHB=g^21   ~CHWB=g^1 g^2. Here the rst line indicates the scheme
dependent linear expansion in SMEFT corrections feeding into the SM loop diagrams. The
second term indicates a shift due to a possible shift in the W mass, while the fermion mass
inputs are assumed to be pole masses. One loop calculations of this process in the SMEFT
were reported in refs. [28{32]. Such corrections are important, but they the same order (in
the SMEFT expansion and the loop expansion) as the scheme dependent corrections to the
SM results, which introduces scheme dependence that is only removed once a full one loop
improvement of SMEFT predictions is obtained. We consistently drop such loop suppressed
SMEFT eects in this work and only retain the contribution from the third line of eq. (5.6).
5.3  h!gg
The LO SM result for  (h! gg) is [33, 34]
 SM (h! gg) = 
2
s
GF
64
p
23
M3h

X
 
F1=2( )

2
: (5.7)
The correction in the SMEFT due to L(6) is given by
 h!gg =  ^SM (h! gg)

2
s
^s
 
p
2GF

  ^s G^F
2
p
23
M^3h Re
24X
 
F1=2( )
35 ~CHG: (5.8)
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5.4  h!ZA
The leading order SM prediction of  (h! ZA) is given by [27, 35]
 SM (h!ZA) = 
2 GF
64
p
23
M3h

1 
M2Z
M2h
3 
X
 
N C Q 
2 g V
s2
I ( ; Zt)+I
Z
W (1=W ; ZW )

2
;
where
I (a; b) =  4
Z 1
0
dx
Z 1 x
0
dy
1  4xy
1  4(a  b)xy   4by(1  y)  i0+ ; (5.9)
and Zt = m
2
Z=4 m
2
t and I ( ; 0) = F1=2( ). The remaining loop function is [27, 35]
IZW (a; b) =
 4
t
Z 1
0
dx
Z 1
0
dy
(5  t2 + 2a(1  t2))xy   (3  t2)
1  4(a  b)xy   4by(1  y)  i0+ : (5.10)
The correction in the SMEFT due to L(6) is given by
 h!ZA =
^2G^F
64
p
23
M^3h
 
1  M^
2
Z
M^2h
!


X
 
N CQ 
2g V
s2
I ( ;Zt)+I
Z
W (1=W ;ZW )

2
; (5.11)
  ^
2G^F M^
3
hp
2
 
1  M^
2
Z
M^2h
!3
~CAZRe
24X
 
N CQ 
2g V
s2
I ( ;Zt)+I
Z
W (1=W ;ZW )
35;
+ ^SM

2

^
 
p
2GF

;
where ~CAZ = ~CHW =(g^1g^2)  ~CHB=(g^1g^2)  ~CHWB(g^22   g^21)=(2g^21 g^22).
5.5 Four fermion decays  h!     
Some of the largest partial widths that remain are due to h ! V V? !     , through
combinations of vector bosons V = fW;Z;Ag. These calculations, when the intermediate
gauge bosons are allowed to be o-shell, have been developed for the SM in refs. [7, 36{40].
Here we extend this approach to the SMEFT, avoiding an on-shell assumption and narrow
width approximation to ensure the consistency of the SMEFT corrections included in a
leading order analysis.
To dene these corrections, it is useful to introduce the notation
[k2ij ;V] = (k2ij  m2V) + i VMV ; [k2ij ;Vy] = [k2ij ;V]?;
and JV
 pra
(k2ij) when the gauge boson V coupling to the current producing the nal states
labeled with  p;ra (of avours p; r) carries four momentum squared k2ij . The denition of the
propagator has assumed a width prescription that is consistent with the implementation
of widths for unstable states in MadGraph5.4 Further notation is dened as follows
T
Q
iV
i
iQ
i  
risi
i
(k2ij) =
P
s
Q
i(J
Vii
 pri
)

Q
i[k
2
ij ;Vi2]
; (5.12)
4A generalization of the results to a dierent width prescription and the complex mass scheme is clearly
also of interest, but is beyond the scope of this work.
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h
W−
W+
3
h
W−
13
h
W−
11Figure 1. Charged current contributions to h ! 4 . The SM diagram also represents O(v2T =2)
operator insertions perturbing the SM prediction through two charged current exchanges.
for example
T
V1 (V1 )y
 pr1  
pr
1
(k2ij ; k
2
ij) =
P
s
h
(J
V1
 pr1
)(J
V1
 pr1
)y
i
j[k2ij ;V1]j2
: (5.13)
The avour, colour and spin sums (denoted
P
s) in each case are restricted to the allowed
nal states. Note that we are not using a convention that repeated indicies are always
summed.5 At times the momentum dependence of the T are suppressed. Determining the
partial width from the expressions that follow is dened as
 ^ =
1
2M^h
Z
d ps jAj2;
Z
d ps =
Z
(2)44(Ph  
X
i
ki)
Y
ki
d3ki
(2)32Ei
; (5.14)
for a 4 body phase space element with ki denoting the momentum of each nal state spinor.
In the appendix we transform this four body phase space into a form where Lorentz invari-
ants are integrated over in the phase space volume, to allow direct numerical evaluations.
A convenient trace product to dene for a compact presentation is
Lk1;k2 = Tr
h
=k1
 =k2
PL
i
: (5.15)
5.5.1  h!WW?!  1 01  2 02
The diagrams for pure charged current (CC) interference eects are shown in gure 1
We label h!WW? !  1 01  2 02 as h! F1( rs1 ;  tu2 ). In the SM the corresponding
leading order result is
jAWWy rs1 ; tu2 j
2
SM = jAW
(W)y
 rs1 ; 
tu
2
j2gg;
jAW(W)y
 rs1 ; 
tu
2
j2 = g^
4
2g
4
2v
2
T
16
T
W(W)y
 rs1
(k2ij ; k
2
ij)T
W(W)y
 tu2
(k2kl; k
2
kl): (5.16)
Here kij;kl are the momentum carried by theW propagators associated with the spinor pairs
(u(ki); v(kj)), (u(kk); v(kl)). The couplings in this expression are g^
4
2 g
4
2 as the g^2 couplings
are dened to be those that couple the vector to JW , while the remaining dependence
descends from the hW2 vertex.
5At times an Einstein summation convention is in place, particularly for avour indicies for brevity of
notation. The presence of a summation or not is believed to be clear from the physics in each case.
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The partial SM decay width at leading order is constructed from the one \kinematic
number"
NWW1 =
Z
d ps
ki  kl kj  kk
j[k2ij ;W]j2j[k2kl;W]j2
' 1:28 10 6: (5.17)
We extract this number, and similar numbers below using various techniques to cross check
results. When considering SMEFT corrections, novel kinematic numbers result from the
novel populations of phase space due to the presence of local contact operators of mass
dimension d > 4. An extended set of such kinematic numbers is required for describing
four fermion Higgs decays in the SMEFT. Such corrections are a key dierence from the 
formalism developed in refs. [41{48].
We determine a kinematic number in a process using the Vegas algorithm and CUBA
numerical integration package [49] primarily. These results are also cross checked in Mad-
Graph5 [50] from leading order SM results. We have also (when possible) cross checked
these results with an independent evaluation using the RAMBO algorithm [51] to directly
determine the phase space integrals. In some cases, for phase space integrals that are highly
singular, or in the presence of multiple poles, the Vegas numerical approach was considered
an essential step to obtain a reliable determination of sucient numerical accuracy. Some
details on these approaches are given in the appendix.
The SM result for the pure charged current partial width is
 (h! F1( rs1 ;  tu2 ))SM =
8N 1C N
 2
C g^
4
2
M4W
M^h v
2
T
j(gW; 1L;rs )SM j2j(gW; 2L;tu )SM j2NWW1 : (5.18)
The L(6) SMEFT corrections can be classied by the phase space integrations they mul-
tiply. The partial width corrections that simply perturb the SM prediction proportional
to NWW1 are6
 (NWW1 )
( ^(h! F1( rs1 ;  tu2 ))SM
= 2
Re[(gW
+; 1
L;rs )]
Re[(gW
+; 1
L;rs )
SM ]
+ 2
Re[(gW
 ; 2
L;tu )]
Re[(gW
 ; 2
L;tu )
SM ]
+2
"
M2W
M^2W
  GFp
2
+ CH;kin
#
; (5.19)
in the limit that we neglect phases in the CKM and PMNS matrices. The generalization
to the case where SM phases are not neglected is via
Re[(gW
+; 1
L;rs )]
Re[(gW
+; 1
L;rs )
SM ]
! Re[(g
W+; 1
L;rs )]Re[(g
W+; 1
L;rs )
SM ]
j(gW+; 1L;rs )SM j2
+
Im[(gW
+; 1
L;rs )]Im[(g
W+; 1
L;rs )
SM ]
j(gW+; 1L;rs )SM j2
:
(5.20)
6Note the hat notation on the predicted observable is again used here.
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The remaining corrections lead to non-SM phase space integrations due to the local
contact operators present in the SMEFT, and are given by 2M^h h!F1( rs1 ; tu2 ) which is
=
X
n=ij;kl
Z
d psjAWWy rs1 ; tu2 j
2
SM
2648C
(3)
H n
op
(k2n   M^2W )
g^22 (g
W; n
L;op )
SM
(1n
r
o
s
p + 
2
n
t
o
u
p ) + 2Re[D
W(k2n)]
375 ;
 16
~CHW
g^22v
2
T
Z
d psjAW(W )y
 rs1 ; 
tu
2
j2 g (kij  kkl g   kkl kij): (5.21)
Here we have neglected interference eects due to SM phases in the propagator correction,
and nal state fermion masses. The relevant inclusive phase space integrals can be
evaluated to beZ
d ps
ki  kl kj  kk
j[k2ij ;W]j2j[k2kl;W]j2
8(k2n   M^2W )
v^2T
 NWW2 '  4:83 10 7; (5.22)Z
d ps
ki  kl kj  kk
j[k2ij ;W]j2j[k2kl;W]j2
2 Re[DW(k2n)]  NWW3
 W
 ^W
+NWW4
M2W
M^2W
; (5.23)
'  1:22 10 6  W
 ^W
  8:78 10 6 M
2
W
M^2W
;
 
Z
d psLki;kjL

kk;kl
g(g
kij  kkl   kklkij)
j[k2ij ;W]j2j[k2kl;W]j2v^2T
 NWW5 '  8:15 10 7: (5.24)
The shift in this inclusive partial decay width ( h!F1( rs1 ; tu2 )=( ^(h ! F1( rs1 ;  tu2 ))SM )
can then be dened as
'  (NWW1 ) +
X
i=1;2
NWW2
NWW1
~C
(3)
H i
op
(1i 
r
o
s
p + 
2
i 
t
o
u
p )
g^22 (g
W; i
L;op )
SM
+
NWW3
NWW1
 W
 ^W
+
NWW4
NWW1
M2W
M^2W
+
NWW5
NWW1
~CHW
g^22
;
'  (NWW1 )  0:38
X
i=1;2
~C
(3)
H i
op
(1i 
r
o
s
p + 
2
i 
t
o
u
p )
g^22 (g
W; i
L;op )
SM
  0:95 W
 ^W
  6:9M
2
W
M^2W
 0:64
~CHW
g^22
; (5.25)
The rst term in this expression can be obtained from rescaling the SM result, which is
consistent with the approach in the  formalism. When the population of phase space in
the SM and the SMEFT due to an interaction is the same, the ratio of kinematic numbers
is one. The ratios of the kinematic numbers in the remaining terms give some intuition as
to how the  formalism fails due to the decay kinematics being able to dier in the SMEFT,
compared to the SM. When measuring a decay channel, assumptions on SM like kinematics
to dene event rate acceptances is expected to require the introduction of further correction
factors when the ratio of the kinematic numbers is very far from one. The acceptance
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Figure 2. Pure Z neutral current contributions to h ! 4 . The SM diagrams also represent
O(v2T =2) operator insertions perturbing the SM prediction through diagrams with the same pole
structure as the SM.
correction will be strongly dependent on the detailed experimental signal denition and is
not determined in the calculation reported here. Our results are intended to dene and
determine the theoretical inclusive total width and branching ratios in the SMEFT.
5.5.2  h!ZZ?!  ra ra  sb sb
A similar expression can be dened for h !  ra ra  sb sb through neutral currents (NC).
There are several combinations of intermediate states when considering neutral currents;
we discuss each of the interference eects in turn.
We label the case where one includes the eect of intermediate Z bosons only with the
notation h! F2( rra ;  ssb ). The corresponding diagrams are shown in gure 2.
In the SM, this LO result is
jAZZ ra; sb j
2
SM = jAZ
Z
 rra ; 
ss
b
j2gg;
jAZZ rra ; ssb j
2 =
g^4Z g
4
Zv
2
T
4

T
Z(Z)y
 ra
(k2ij)T
Z(Z)y
 sb
(k2kl)

1  
b
a 
s
r
2

; (5.26)
  g^
4
Z g
4
Zv
2
T
16
ba
s
r
h
T
ZZ(Z)y(Z)y
 ra  
r
a  
r
a 
r
a
(k2ij ; k
2
kl; k
2
jk; k
2
li) + h:c:
i
:
The second term in the expression above is complex. A relative sign in the two terms
is due to Fermi statistics, and there are relative numerical factors due to counting
Wick contractions. Here kij;kl;jk;li are the momentum carried by the Z propagators as-
sociated with the momenta of the nal state spinors pairs (u(ki); v(kj)); (u(kk); v(kl)),
(v(kj); u(kk)); (v(kl); u(ki)).
It is useful to expand these results out explicitly obtaining
jAZZ ra; sb j
2
SM =
2N aC N
 b
C g^
4
Z g
4
Zv
2
T
j[k2ij ;Z]j2j[k2kl;Z]j2
ki kk kj kl
h
(g a+ )
2(g b+ )
2 (g a  )2(g b  )2
i
1  
b
a 
s
r
2

;
+
2N aC N
 b
C g^
4
Z g
4
Zv
2
T
j[k2ij ;Z]j2j[k2kl;Z]j2
ki kl kj kk
h
(g a+ )
2(g b+ )
2 +(g a  )
2(g b  )
2
i
1  
b
a 
s
r
2

;
+
"
N aC g^
4
Z g
4
Zv
2
T 
b
a 
s
r
[k2ij ;Z][k2kl;Z][k2jk;Z]?[k2li;Z]?
ki kk kj kl
h
jg aL j4 + jg aR j4
i
+h:c:
#
: (5.27)
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Integrating over phase space we extract the kinematic numbers, one nds
NZZ1 =
Z
d ps
ki  kk kj  kl
j[k2ij ;Z]j2j[k2kl;Z]j2
=
Z
d ps
ki  kl kj  kk
j[k2ij ;Z]j2j[k2kl;Z]j2
' 1:74 10 7; (5.28)
NZZ2 =
Z
d ps
ki  kk kj  kl
[k2ij ;Z][k2kl;Z][k2jk;Z]?[k2li;Z]?
+ h:c: ' 6:84 10 8: (5.29)
With these results the corresponding SM inclusive partial widths are constructed as
 (h! F2( rra ;  ssb ))SM =  ZZ0 N aC

N bC N
ZZ
1 (g
 a
+ )
2(g b+ )
2

1  
b
a
s
r
2

;
+
 ZZ0
4
N aC 
b
a 
s
r N
ZZ
2

jg aL j4 + jg aR j4

: (5.30)
where  ZZ0 = 32 g^4Z M
4
Z=(M^hv
2
T ). A subset of the SMEFT L(6) corrections to this partial
width directly follow as
 (NZZ1 ;NZZ2 )
 ^ZZ0 N
 a
C
= N bC N
ZZ
1
h
(g a+ )
2(g^ b+ )
2+(g^ a+ )
2(g b+ )
2
i
(1  
b
a
s
r
2
); (5.31)
+2
 
~CHD+CH;kin+2c^s^
~CHWB  m
2
Z
M^2Z
  GFp
2
!
 (h!F2( rra ; ssb ))SM
 ^ZZ0 N
 a
C
;
+ba
s
rN
ZZ
2

g aL (g^
 a
L )
3+g aR (g^
 a
R )
3

:
In addition there are the perturbations to 2M^h ^(h! F2( rra ;  ssb )) of the form7
+g^2Zg
4
Zv
2
T
X
n=fij;klg
 C nHL=R
g n;SML=R
Z
d psT
Z;(Z)y
 
L=R;rr
j ; 
L=R;rr
j
T
Z;(Z)y
 ssk ; 
ss
k
[k2n;Z];
  g^
2
Zg
4
Zv
2
T
8
ba
 C aHL=R
g a;SML=R
Z
d psT
(Z)y;(Z)yZ ;Z
 
L=R
a;rr ; 
L=R
a;rr  
L=R
a;rr ; 
L=R
a;rr
([k2jk;Z]+[k2li;Z]);
+
g^4Zg
4
Zv
2
T
4
Z
d psT
Z(Z)y
 ra
T
Z(Z)y
 tb
gg

DZ(k2ij)+D
Z(k2kl)

1  
b
a
s
r
2

;
  g^
4
Zg
4
Zv
2
T
16
ba
Z
d psT
ZZ(Z)y(Z)y
 ra 
r
a 
r
a 
r
a
gg
 
DZ(k2ij)+D
Z(k2kl)+D
Z;?(k2jk)+D
Z;?(k2li)

;
 16
~CZZ
g^2Zv
2
T
Z
d psjAZ(Z) ra; sb j
2g(kij kklg kklkij)+h:c:; (5.32)
where ~CZZ = (c2^
~CHW + s
2
^
~CHB + c^ s^
~CHWB). This set of  (h ! F2( rra ;  ssb )) pertur-
7Here we slightly abuse notation dening  ^ZZ0 = 32 g^
4
Z M^
4
Z=(M^hv^
2
T ).
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Figure 3. Interference of Z;A;G neutral current contributions to h! 4 .
bations numerically reduce to (neglecting fermion masses)
'  ^ZZ0
X
fj;kg=a;b
 C
 j
HL=R
g^2Z
NaC
24(g j ;SML=R )(g k+ )2N bCNZZ3;L=R1  basr2

+
(g
 j ;SM
L=R )
3
4
kj 
s
rN
ZZ
4;L=R
35;
+ ^ZZ0 N
 a
C

N bC N
ZZ
5 (g
 a
+ )
2(g b+ )
2

1  
b
a
s
r
2

+ba
s
r
NZZ6
4
h
jg aL j4+jg aR j4
i  Z
 ^Z
;
+ ^ZZ0 N
 a
C

N bC N
ZZ
7 (g
 a
+ )
2(g b+ )
2

1  
b
a
s
r
2

+ba
s
r
NZZ8
4
h
jg aL j4+jg aR j4
i M2Z
M^2Z
;
+ ^ZZ0 N
 a
C

N bC N
ZZ
9 (g
 a
+ )
2(g b+ )
2

1  
b
a
s
r
2

+ba
s
r
NZZ10
4
h
jg aL j4+jg aR j4
i ~CZZ
g^2Z
: (5.33)
Here
NZZ3;L=R '  9:76 10 8; NZZ4;L=R '  5:28 10 8; (5.34)
NZZ5 '  1:45 10 7; NZZ6 '  2:96 10 9; (5.35)
NZZ7 '  1:37 10 6; NZZ8 '  3:79 10 7; (5.36)
NZZ9 '  9:55 10 8; NZZ10 '  2:62 10 8: (5.37)
5.5.3  h!ZZ?V V!  ra ra  sb sb
In the SM, the amplitudes with V V = fZ A;AA;GGg are loop suppressed. This is not
the case in the SMEFT in general [52]. This leads to a more signicant breakdown of
the narrow width approximation in the SMEFT. We include the tree level eects of these
processes due to L(6) interfering with the SM process through ZZ? for a consistent LO
SMEFT analysis. The corresponding diagrams are shown in gure 3 and we dene
jAAZZZ rra ; ssb j
2
2g^5Z e^
3 v^2T (g^2=g^1)
= Q aCAZT
A(Z)y
 rra  
rr
a
T
Z(Z)y
 ssb  
ss
b

1  
b
a 
s
r
2

(PA PZg P APZ );
 
b
a 
s
r
2
Q aCAZT
AZ(Z)y(Z)y
 rra  
rr
a  
rr
a  
rr
a
(PA PZg P APZ )+h:c: (5.38)
Here the labeled momentum PZ is generated in the eective hAZ vertex associated with
CHAZ . This interference eect in the SMEFT with the SM neutral current mediated Higgs
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decay is given by
 h!F3( rra ; ssb ) '
1
2M^h
Z
d psjAAZZZ ra; sb j
2; (5.39)
=
 g^2
g^1
v^2T g^
5
Z e^
3
2M^h
~CAZ (g^
 a;SM
V ) (g^
 b
+ )
2Q a N
 a
C N
 b
C N
AZZZ
1

1  
b
a 
s
r
2

;
  g^2
g^1
v^2T g^
5
Z e^
3
2M^h
~CAZ (g^
 b;SM
V ) (g^
 a
+ )
2Q b N
 b
C N
 a
C N
AZZZ
1

1  
b
a 
s
r
2

;
  g^2
g^1
v^2T g^
5
Z e^
3
2M^h
~CAZ ba
s
r
h
(g^ a;SML )
3 + (g^ a;SMR )
3
i
Q a N
 a
C N
AZZZ
2 :
The kinematic numbers can be approximated as
NAZZZ1 ' 2:7 10 6; NAZZZ2 ' 1:0 10 7: (5.40)
We also dene the following expression for interference with AA with the SM neutral
currents
jAZZAA rra ; ssb j
2
 2g^4Z e^4
= Q aQ b
~CAA

T
Z(A)y
 rra  
rr
a
T
Z(A)y
 ssb  
ss
b

1  
b
a 
s
r
2

(P 1A P 2Ag P 1;A P 2;A );
 
b
a 
s
r
2
Q aQ b
~CAA
h
T
ZZ(A)y(A)y
 rra  
rr
a  
rr
a  
rr
a
i
(P 1A P 2Ag P 1;A P 2;A )+h:c: (5.41)
This result contributes to a partial width as
 h!F4( rra ; ssb ) '
1
2M^h
Z
d psjAZZAA ra; sb j
2;
=
v^2T g^
4
Z e^
4
2M^h
~CAA
h
(g^ a;SMV )Q aN
 a
C (g^
 b;SM
V )N
 b
C Q b
i
1  
b
a
s
r
2

NZZAA1 ;
+
v^2T g^
4
Z e^
4
2M^h
ba
s
r
~CAA(g^
 a;SM
+ )
2N aC Q
2
 aN
ZZAA
2 : (5.42)
where the numerical results can be approximated as
NZZAA1 '  1:9 10 6; NZZAA2 '  1:9 10 7: (5.43)
The operator QHG = HyHGAGA has a tree level interference contribution to h !
F5( 
rr
a ;  
ss
b ) for quark nal states. Due to the SU(3) generator of the gluon coupling to
fermions, only the single trace form is present, and the result is
jAZZGG rra ; ssb j
2
 2g^4Z g^2s
=  
b
a 
s
r
8
CHG
h
T
ZZ(G)y(G)y
 rra  
rr
a  
rr
a  
rr
a
i
(P 1G  P 2Gg   P 1;G P 2;G ) + h:c: (5.44)
which contributes to a h! F5( rra ;  ssb ) partial width as
 h!F5( rra ; ssb ) '
1
2M^h
Z
d psjAZZGG ra; sb j
2;
=
v^2T g^
4
Z g^
2
s
2M^h
ba
s
r
~CHG (g^
 a;SM
+ )
2NZZGG2 : (5.45)
The numerical results can be approximated as NZZGG2 '  7:6 10 7 = 4NZZAA2 .
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Figure 4. Top: NZZAA1 , Bottom Left: N
ZZAA
2 , Bottom Right: N
WWAA, as functions of the
fermions' mass m. The green line includes the IR divergent log(m=MH) and log(m=MH)
2 depen-
dence of eq. (5.50) while the red line neglects these contributions. The top plot shows a larger mass
range to demonstrate the approximately constant behavior for lower m, this behavior is observed
for NZZAA1;2 as well, but is cut o from the plots to better show the mass dependence and quality
of the t including the IR divergent contributions.
5.5.4 IR behavior when interfering with tree level photon exchange
The numerical evaluation of the four body phase space integrations in the cases with
intermediate photons are more challenging than the remaining numerical evaluations. All
the kinematic numbers are extracted with a direct numerical evaluation with the Vegas
Monte Carlo integration algorithm and the CUBA package [49] and cross-checked both
with the RAMBO phase space generator and with the numbers extracted from massless
simulations in MadGraph5 with SMEFTsim. The numerical integration in Vegas was
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evaluated using both massless and massive phase space boundaries and validated with two
dierent phase space variable sets and numerical methodologies. In the case of extracting
an interference eect with a double photon pole, i.e. the results giving NZZAA1 ; NZZAA2 ,
RAMBO did not converge with sucient numerical accuracy to aord a cross-check of
results and the MadGraph5 simulation was found to be subject to signicant numerical
uncertainties in the massless fermions case. Retaining fermion masses overcomes the latter
issue, and allowed us to conrm the Vegas results.
The reason these results are numerically challenging to determine is due to the IR
behavior of the corresponding phase space in the massless fermion limit. The phase space
volume in part is Z m2h=2
0
d12
Z (mh p2212)2=2
0
d34
1
(212 + i)
1
(234 + i)
   (5.46)
where the photon invariant masses are 212; 
2
34. A logarithmic dependence on the nal
state fermion masses results when integrating the phase space. We believe this is due to
soft and collinear emissions of the nal state fermions. For example, consider the massless
fermion limit. The boundaries of the phase space volume are dened by
 212 < 0; (5.47)
2212 
2
23 13 < 0; (5.48)
(13 24   1423)2 < 0 (5.49)
in this case. (See appendix A for details on the phase space integration.) The collinear
momentum conguration 12 ! 0 while 34 ! 0 on the phase space boundary leads to
fermion mass dependent logarithmic behavior. As does the case where 12 ! 0, while 14 =
13 and 24 = 23. These momentum congurations are also allowed when fermion masses
are included in the nal states, but the presence of such masses softens the logarithmic
singularity into logarithmic and dilog dependences on the fermion masses. An empirical t
to the dependence on the fermion masses in the result is shown in gure 4. The functional
form t to was
f(m) = c1 log
m2
M2H
+ c2
m2
M2H
log
m2
M2H
+ c3 log
2

m2
M2H

+ c4
m2
M2H
log2

m2
M2H

+c5 Li2
m2
M2H
+ c6
m2
M2H
Li2
m2
M2H
(5.50)
with free parameters ci.A constant term was also included and determined in the t. This
expression should not be understood to imply that the massless limit is formally divergent,
as cancellations can occur between the logarithmic and polylogarithmic terms shown. The
massless limit is show in gure 4, and is empirically found to be nite in our numerical t.
These fermion mass eects are numerically small enough to be neglected in the LO
analysis included here, so long as an appropriate theoretical error is included in the cor-
responding theoretical predictions. In the case of the decay through AZ the IR limit is
suciently regulated by the mass of the Z to further soften the logarithmic behavior.
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Figure 5. Neutral-charged current interference contributions to h ! 4 . The SM diagrams also
represent O(v2T =2) operator insertions perturbing the SM prediction with the same pole structure
as the SM.
It is important to note the interplay of these regions of phase space, where fermion
masses regulate IR behavior in this manner, also coincide with the nal state photon being
reconstructed in the detector, not the experimental case where the photon has converted to
two distinct nal state fermions. As such, the regulation of phase space is practically cut
o by detector eects and the signal denition, in addition to fermion masses, when this
particular decay is studied experimentally. We stress that the results in sections 5.2, 5.4
are not a double counting even in this collinear limit. The interference eects in each case
are with distinct processes, at tree or the loop level in the SM.
5.5.5  h!WW?VV!  sa sa  rb rb
There is also a contribution due to the interference of the charged and neutral currents,
where V = fZ;Ag in this subsection. The corresponding diagrams are shown in gure 5.
In the SM, as the couplings to ZA;AA;GG are loop suppressed, and the LO expression
is given by8
jAWWVVSM j2 =  
g^22g
2
2 g^
2
Zg
2
Zv
2
T
8
T
W(Z)y(W)(Z)y
 rs1  
ss
a;L( 
rs
1 )
y rrb;L
(k2ij ;k
2
jk;k
2
kl;k
2
li)+h:c: (5.51)
= 2g^22g
2
2 g^
2
Zg
2
Zv
2
TN
 1
C j(gW; 1L;rs )j2(g aL;ss)(g bL;rr)
ki kkkj kl
[k2ij ;W][k2kl;W][k2jk;Z]?[k2li;Z]?
+h:c:
8The presence of a minus sign again follows from Fermi statistics, see ref. [7].
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leading to the SM result
 h!F6( rra ; ssb ) = 
WZ
 rs1 ; 
r
a; 
s
b
NWV1 ;  
WZ
 rs1 ; 
r
a; 
s
b
=
16g^22 g^
2
ZN
 1
C M^
2
W M^
2
Z
M^h v^
2
T
j(gW; 1L;rs )j2(g aL;ss)(g bL;rr);
with the kinematic number
NWV1 =
Z
d ps
ki  kkkj  kl
[k2ij ;W][k2kl;W][k2jk;Z]?[k2li;Z]?
+ h:c: ' 1:33 10 7: (5.52)
The SMEFT corrections to charged-neutral current interference are dened as
 h!F5( ssa ; rrb ) and is given by
 WZ rs1 ; ra; sbN
WV
1 +
4C
(3)
H 1
rs
 WZ rs1 ; ra; sb
g^22 (g
W; 1
L;rs )
Z
d ps
ki  kkkj  kl

[k2ij ;W] + [k2kl;W]

D[k2ij ; k
2
kl; k
2
jk; k
2
li]
;
+
4
g^2Z
Z
d ps
ki  kkkj  kl  WZ rs1 ; ra; sb
D[k2ij ; k
2
kl; k
2
jk; k
2
li]
0B@ C
 a
HL
rr
(g aL;rr)
[k2jk;Zy] +
C bHL
ss
(g bL;ss)
[k2li;Zy]
1CA ; (5.53)
+
Z
d ps
ki  kkkj  kl  WZ rs1 ; ra; sb

DW (k2ij) + D
Z;?(k2jk) + D
W (k2jk) + D
Z;?(k2li)

D[k2ij ; k
2
kl; k
2
jk; k
2
li]
;
and also
+
8g^22 g^
2
Z
2M^2h

g^2Z
~CHW
Z
d psT
W(Z)y(W)(Z)y
 rs1  
ss
a;L( 
rs
1 )
y rrb;L
+g^22
~CZZ
Z
d psT
W(Z)y(W)(Z)y
 rs1  
ss
a;L( 
rs
1 )
y rrb;L

K ;
+
4g^42 e^
2
2M^2h
Q b

e^2Q a2
~CAA
Z
d psT
W(A)(W)(A)
 rs1  
ss
a;L( 
rs
1 )
y rrb;L
  g^2
g^1
g^2Z
~CAZ
Z
d psT
W(A)(W)(Z)y
 rs1  
ss
b;L( 
rs
1 )
y rra;L

K ;
+
2g^42 g^
2
s
2M^2h
~CHG
Z
d psT
W(G)(W)(G)
 rs1  
ss
a;L( 
rs
1 )
y rrb;L
K+
4g^42 e^
2g^2Z
2M^2h
Q a
~CAZ
Z
d psT
W(A)(W)(Z)y
 rs1  
ss
a;L( 
rs
1 )
y rrb;L
K+h:c
where K = (kjk  kilg   klikjk), D[k2ij ; k2kl; k2jk; k2li] = [k2ij ;W][k2kl;W][k2jk;Z]?[k2li;Z]?
and
 ^WZ rs1 ; ra; sb
 ^WZ rs1 ; ra; sb
=
"
 m
2
Z
M^2Z
+
M2W
M^2W
 
p
2GF + 2CH;kin + ~CHD + 2c^s^
~CHWB
#
;
+
"
2
Re[(gW
+; 1
L )rs]
(gW
+; 1
L )
SM
rs
+
g aL;ss
g^ a;SML;ss
+
g bL;rr
g^ a;SML;rr
#
: (5.54)
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This expression numerically reduces to
 h!F6( ssa ; rrb )
 ^WZ rs1 ; ra; sb
'
 ^WZ rs1 ; ra; sb
 ^WZ rs1 ; ra; sb
NWV1 +
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(3)
H 1
rs
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HL
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+
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 a
L;ss)(g
 b
L;rr)
~CHGN
WV
7  
g^2
g^1
e^3
g^3Z
"
Q a
g aL;ss
+
Q b
g bL;ss
#
~CAZ NWV8 ;
+

NWV9
 Z
 ^Z
+NWV10
 W
 ^W

+
"
NWV11
M2Z
M^2Z
+NWV12
M2W
M^2W
#
: (5.55)
With the (inclusive) kinematic numbers
NWV2 '  7:21 10 8; NWV3 '  5:01 10 8;
NWV4 '  2:8 10 8; NWV5 '  2:6 10 8;
NWV6 =
NWV7
4
'  1:8 10 7; NWV8 ' 5:2 10 8;
NWV9 '  1:42 10 11; NWV10 '  1:37 10 10;
NWV11 ' 4:77 10 10; NWV12 ' 7:01 10 10: (5.56)
The kinematic numbers NWV6;7;8 weak logarithmic dependence on the nal state masses is
neglected here.
6 Numerical results and analysis of the contributions to h! 4f
Taking into account all of these results, the total Higgs width combining these decays is
given by
 SMEFTh;full =  
SM
h +
X
 =fu;c;d;s;
b;e;;
g
 h!   + h!AA+ h!ZA+ h!gg+
X
 1;2;3;4
 h!  1 2  3 4 ; (6.1)
where
P
 1;2;3;4
indicates a sum over all possible nal state fermions kinematically allowed.
Due to the experimental denition of AA;ZA; gg nal states, there is no double counting.
For reference, the total SM Higgs width is [53]
 SMh;full = 4:100 MeV: (6.2)
These corrections lead to branching ratio modications of the Higgs decaying to a set of
nal states S. We dene this branching ratio in the SMEFT as
BrSMEFTh!S = Br
SM
h!S

1 +
 h!S
 SMh!S
 
P
S  h!SP
S  
SM
h!S

: (6.3)
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The SMEFT branching ratio dened in this way retains the leading order interference eect
of A(6)(h ! S) interfering with ASM (h ! S). The SM Higgs has suppressions by small
Yukawa couplings Yb in dominant SM decays at leading order in perturbation theory, and
phenomenologically important contributions due to one loop decays. Retaining the leading
order ASMA(6);?(h! S) SMEFT eects retains a subset of Yukawa coupling suppressed,
andO(1=162 2) corrections. Obviously this encourages developing the SMEFT to include
higher order corrections in time, to retain a full set of terms at each mixed order in pertur-
bation theory. As such results are not completely available at this time we perform a LO
analysis in this work retaining the leading ASM A(6);?(h! S) contributions in each case.
The expressions derived in the previous sections allow to infer the relative SMEFT
correction to each partial Higgs decay width:
 h!S
 SM;treeh!S
= 1 +
X
i
a
(S)
i
~Ci (6.4)
where a
(S)
i are input scheme-dependent functions of the SM parameters. The expression in
eq. (6.4) represents the leading relative SMEFT correction for each channel: in a realistic
numerical analysis, it can be assigned to the most accurate prediction available for  SMh!S ,
leading to the numerical estimate
 SMEFTh!S =  
SM
h!S
"
1 +
X
i
a
(S)
i
~Ci
#
: (6.5)
The numerical values of the coecients a
(S)
i found for all the decay channels considered
are reported in tables 7{10 in appendix A, with the numerical inputs reported in table 1.
Note that the fermion masses Mb;c; were used for the h! ff channels but were neglected
in the h! 4f estimates. The CKM matrix is always taken to be the unit matrix, thereby
omitting avor changing channels. Finally, the top quark mass is relevant for the numerical
evaluation of the SM Higgs couplings to gg; Z;  (see section 5.2{5.4). In this section
we refer only to results obtained with the fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input parameter scheme
for concreteness. We nd the main considerations illustrated here to be also valid for the
f^ew; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input schemes result.
The SM predictions for 2-body decays (see e.g. table 7) are provided by the LHC Higgs
Cross Section Working Group [53, 54]. The SM predictions for the 4f channels (e.g. table 9)
are extracted with Prophecy4f 2.0 [7, 40, 55] using Monte Carlo settings consistent with
the Working Group recommendations [53].
The dependence on the Wilson coecients has been cross-checked with MadGraph5
with the UFO model SMEFTsim A U35 MwScheme UFO v2.1, generating the interference con-
tribution to the partial widths for 5 values of each Wilson coecient and extracting the
corresponding a
(S)
i via a linear interpolation. Agreement to 1% or better was found be-
tween the theoretical prediction and Monte Carlo result for all a
(S)
i , when corrections from
the W;Z propagators are neglected.
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M^W 80.365 GeV [56]
^ew(MZ) 1/127.950 [57]
M^Z 91.1876 GeV [57{59]
G^F 1.1663787 10 5 GeV 2 [57, 59]
M^h 125.09 GeV [60]
^s(m^Z) 0.1181 [57]
M^t 173.21 GeV [57]
M^b 4.18 GeV [57]
M^c 1.28 GeV [57]
M^ 1.77686 GeV [57]
Table 1. Numerical central values of the relevant SM parameters used as inputs for the estimate
of the leading SMEFT corrections. Only one among the values of M^W and ^ew is used as input,
depending on the scheme adopted. All the other parameters are common to the two input schemes
considered.
The dependence of the total inclusive width on the L(6) Wilson coecients of the
SMEFT is found to be
 SMEFTh;full
 SMh
' 1  1:50 ~CHB   1:21 ~CHW + 1:21 ~CHWB + 50:6 ~CHG
+ 1:83 ~CH   0:43 ~CHD + 1:17 ~C 0ll
  7:85 Y^u
cc
Re ~CuH   48:5 Y^ d
bb
Re ~CdH   12:3 Y^ `

Re ~CeH
+ 0:002 ~C
(1)
Hq + 0:06
~C
(3)
Hq + 0:001
~CHu   0:0007 ~CHd
  0:0009 ~C(1)Hl   2:32 ~C(3)Hl   0:0006 ~CHe;
(6.6)
using the fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input scheme. Here we have pulled out the explicit Yukawa
factor from the Wilson coecient, consistent with the U(3)5 limit considered. In the
remaining results the Yukawa factor is included in the numerical a
(S)
i reported.
Using the f^ew; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input scheme we nd analogously
 SMEFTh;full
 SMh
' 1  1:40 ~CHB   1:22 ~CHW + 2:89 ~CHWB + 50:6 ~CHG
+ 1:83 ~CH + 0:34 ~CHD + 0:70 ~C
0
ll
  7:85 Y^u
cc
Re ~CuH   48:5 Y^ d
bb
Re ~CdH   12:3 Y^ `

Re ~CeH
+ 0:002 ~C
(1)
Hq + 0:06
~C
(3)
Hq + 0:001
~CHu   0:0008 ~CHd
  0:0008 ~C(1)Hl   1:38 ~C(3)Hl   0:0007 ~CHe:
(6.7)
It is interesting to examine the impact of dierent contributions to the nal result
and in particular of contributions that were previously neglected, to our knowledge, in the
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estimate of SMEFT corrections to h ! 4f . In the SM, these decays are well-described in
a narrow-width approximation for the W;Z bosons, that gives
 NC;nw:
h!  a a  b b =  h!ZZ;Z!  a aBrZ!  b b +  h!ZZ;Z!  b bBrZ!  a a (6.8)
for channels proceeding through NC, and analogously for charged currents.9 The same
approach is usually generalized to the SMEFT case, leading to estimates of the form
 NC;nw: SMEFT
h!  a a  b b =  
SM
h!ZZ;Z!  a aBr
SM
Z!  b b
"
1 +
 h!ZZ;Z!  a a
 SM
h!ZZ;Z!  a a
+
 Z!  b b
 SM
Z!  b b
#
+  SMh!ZZ;Z!  b bBr
SM
Z!  a a
"
1 +
 h!ZZ;Z!  b b
 SM
h!ZZ;Z!  b b
+
 Z!  a a
 SM
Z!  a a
#
   NC;nw: SM
h!  a a  b b
 Z;full
 SMZ;full
: (6.9)
The implementation of the narrow-width approximation in this context is not unique,
as there is some arbitrariness in the choice of the contributions included in each term.
However, the following classes of terms are often omitted in this approach:
1. Diagrams with intermediate o-shell photons.
Contributions containing the Z interaction are compatible with the narrow-width
assumption for NC, and could therefore be included, while -mediated diagrams are
always missed in this approximation.
2. Interference terms between NC and CC contributions, that are not compatible with
the amplitude factorization into (h!   V ) (V !   ).
3. Interference terms between ZZ diagrams with dierent current contractions in chan-
nels with 2 indistinguishable fermion pairs (  a a  
0
a 
0
a vs
 a 
0
a
 0a a).
4. Propagator corrections for the o-shell boson.
In the following we isolate and quantify the impact of each of these terms.
6.1 Photon-mediated diagrams
As mentioned previously, due to its coupling to Z and  the Higgs boson can decay to 4
fermions via electromagnetic currents, in addition to the weak ones. In the SM this eect is
negligible due to the hZ, h eective couplings being loop suppressed (this is essentially
an accidental suppression due to the d  4 operator mass dimensions of the SM, for a
related discussion see ref. [52]). In the SMEFT, in contrast, these interactions formally
arise at tree-level together with the leading corrections to the hZZ, hWW couplings. This
is the prime reason that the narrow width approximation fails more dramatically in the
SMEFT compared to the SM.
9For channels that allow both neutral and charged current contractions, the inclusive width is the sum
of two h! ZZ and two h!WW  terms.
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h! S
~CHW ~CHB ~CHWB
Z  WW;ZZ Z  WW;ZZ Z  WW;ZZ
`+p `
 
p `
+
r `
 
r 1:04  0:009  0:78  1:04  0:03  0:22  0:70 0:02 0:30
`+p `
 
p rr 0:52  0:78  0:52  0:22  0:35  0:06
upupurur 2:26  0:04  0:78  2:26  0:15  0:22  1:51 0:08 1:13
dpdp drdr 1:53  0:02  0:78  1:53  0:07  0:22  1:02 0:04 0:63
upup drdr 1:89  0:03  0:78  1:89  0:10  0:22  1:26 0:05 0:88
`+p `
 
p up;rup;r 1:65  0:02  0:78  1:65  0:07  0:22  1:10 0:04 0:71
`+p `
 
p
dp;rdp;r 1:29  0:01  0:78  1:29  0:05  0:22  0:86 0:02 0:46
ppup;rup;r 1:13  0:78  1:13  0:22  0:75 0:36
pp dp;rdp;r 0:76  0:78  0:76  0:22  0:51 0:11
`+p `
 
p `
+
p `
 
p 1:06  0:29  0:75  1:06  1:01  0:22  0:70 0:54 0:43
upupupup 2:23  0:08  0:77  2:23  0:27  0:22  1:49 0:15 1:20
dpdp dpdp 1:48  0:03  0:76  1:48  0:09  0:22  0:99 0:05 0:65
updp dpup 0:06 0:001  1:47  0:06 0:004  0:008  0:04  0:002 0:02
`+p pp`
 
p  0:02  1:49 0:02  0:007 0:01  0:07
Table 2. Contribution to a
(S)
HW ; a
(S)
HB ; a
(S)
HWB from Z,  and WW + ZZ mediated diagrams,
using the fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input scheme. The channels in the three blocks admit NC only with a
unique current contraction, NC with two possible contractions and both NC and CC. We distinguish
channels with same- or dierent- avor fermion pairs (p 6= r). The double subscript p; r indicates
that both same and dierent avor-currents are included. The most signicant contributions are
highlighted in bold.
The calculation presented in this work includes for the rst time the interference terms
1
 SM;treeh!S
1
2M^h
Z
dps jAZZZAj2 + jAZZAAj2 + jAWWZAj2 + jAWWAAj2; (6.10)
which are proportional to either CAZ or CAA and therefore aect the dependence on CHW ;
CHB; CHWB. Table 2 shows the numerical contribution of these diagrams to the coecients
a
(S)
i in the linearized SMEFT expressions compared to the contributions from WW and
ZZ diagrams.10
It is immediate to see that the photon contribution to these quantities is signicant,
especially for the Z terms that exceed in absolute value the ZZ;WW contributions in
most channels. In several cases, the Z contribution ips the overall sign in the Ci depen-
dence compared to the one when only including ZZ;WW currents. The photon eect is
largest for channels with NC only, and involving the up quark, due to a color factor and
electromagnetic charge enhancement. Channels allowing both NC and CC decay are largely
dominated by the CC diagrams, so both ZZ and photon contributions are suppressed.
10For comparison, the quantities in table 9 are given by the sum of these three contributions, plus the
corrections from the W;Z propagators.
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h! e+e ee ~CHW ~CHB CHWB ~CHD ~CH ~C(1)Hl ~C(3)Hl ~CHe ~C0ll
jAZZ j2  0:04  0:01  0:003 0:09  0:008 0:009  0:08  0:08 0:14
jAWW j2  1:49 2:00  0:50  2:00 3:00
AZZ  AWW 0:04 0:004  0:07  0:10  0:04  0:04 0:06  0:14
AZZ  AHZff  0:005  0:10 0:04
AWW  AHWff  1:77
AZZ(WW )  AHW (Z)ff 0:03 0:15
Table 3. Contribution to a
(ee)
i from dierent interference terms. First block: ZZ and WW
mediated diagrams. Second block: diagrams involving contact operators. Corrections to the W;Z
propagators are omitted in this table. The most signicant contributions are highlighted in bold.
h! uu dd ~CHW ~CHB ~CHWB ~CHD ~CH ~C(3)Hl ~C(1)Hq ~C(3)Hq ~CHu ~CHd ~C0ll
jAZZ j2  0:03  0:009 0:03 0:08 0:03  0:24  0:005 0:19 0:04  0:02 0:12
jAWW j2  1:45 1:95  0:49  5:86 3:91 2:93
AZZ  AWW 0:012 0:001  0:02  0:03  0:009 0:10 0:004  0:08  0:05
AZZ  AHZff 0:003  0:09  0:02 0:008
AWW  AHWff  1:72
AZZ(WW )  AHW (Z)ff  0:003 0:05
Table 4. Contribution to a
(uu dd)
i from dierent interference terms. First block: ZZ and WW
mediated diagrams. Second block: diagrams involving contact operators. Corrections to the W;Z
propagators are omitted in this table. The most signicant contributions are highlighted in bold.
6.2 NC-CC interference terms
The channels h! `+` , h! uu dd with 4 fermions of the same generation admit both
CC and NC diagrams. When assuming narrow W or Z bosons, one usually sums over
the 4 congurations in which either a Z or a W is nearly on-shell. By construction this
calculation neglects interference terms between diagrams mediated by W and Z.
Tables 3, 4 show a breakdown of the contributions to the quantities a
(S)
i for the relevant
operators Oi from dierent interference terms in the squared amplitude, obtained with the
full computation. The rst three rows report the contribution from ZZ and WW mediated
diagrams, while the last three rows indicate the contributions from contact interactions
HV ff . All numbers are normalized to the corresponding SM tree level partial width, that
contains both ZZ, WW and interference terms. This table omits the contributions from
the W;Z propagator corrections as well as contributions from photon diagrams.
As the SM partial width for both channels is dominated by the WW diagram, correc-
tions to the latter are generally more important than corrections to the ZZ topology. The
interference between the two gives signicant contributions to the dependence on CHWB
and on C
(1)
Hl in the leptonic case. The latter is due to an accidental cancellation between
the corresponding charged lepton and neutrino corrections in ZZ diagrams that does not
occur in the interference with W currents.
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Z
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1
h
Z
Z
2
h
Z
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h
Z
10A1234ZZ A1432ZZ A1234ZE A1432ZE
Figure 6. Current contractions allowed in the presence of 2 pairs of identical particles in nal
state.
h! `+` `+`  ~CHW ~CHB ~CHWB ~CH ~CHD ~C(1)Hl ~C(3)Hl ~CHe ~C 0ll
AZZAyZZ direct  0:70  0:20 0:27 1:81 0:15 3:97  1:47  3:20 2:72
AZZAyZZ cross  0:05  0:01 0:16 0:19 0:13 0:47  0:08  0:25 0:28
AZZAyZE direct  2:03  2:03 1:63
AZZAyZE cross  0:33  0:33 0:17
AZZAyAA;ZA direct 0:94  0:98  0:62
AZZAyAA;ZA cross  0:17  1:09 0:45
Table 5. Contribution to a
(eeee)
i from the interference of ZZ diagrams with ZZ, contact and
photon diagrams, for \direct" (A1234A1234;y) and \crossed" (A1234A1432;y) current contractions.
The most signicant contributions are highlighted in bold.
6.3 Interference between NC diagrams with dierent current contractions
Decays with 2 pairs of identical particles in nal state admit 2 independent neutral-current
contractions, depicted in gure 6 for the ZZ and contact-term cases. The same contractions
are allowed for photon mediated diagrams.
In the squared amplitude, the \direct" products A1234A1234;y, A1432A1432;y are related
by relabeling of the nal states and give therefore identical results, while the \crossed"
interference A1234A1432;y provides an independent contribution, that is neglected in the
narrow width approximation.
In the complete calculation, the \crossed" interference terms are found to be most
relevant in the h ! `+` `+`  channel, particularly for diagrams involving the photon.
Table 5 shows a comparison of the contribution to a
(eeee)
i from direct and crossed amplitude
products for Z,  and contact diagrams independently.
For the remaining channels h! ; uuuu; dd dd we nd that the size of A1234A1432;y
contributions is generally smaller, ranging between a few % and 20 % of the corresponding
\direct" contribution. The dierent behavior is due to two numerical eects: on one hand,
all \crossed" contributions in the quarks case are suppressed by a factor Nc = 3 compared
to the \direct" ones. In addition, the photon contributions are further reduced by factors
of jQqj < jQej = 1.
6.4 Propagator corrections to the o-shell boson
Finally, the complete calculation allows to extract the exact dependence on the W;Z prop-
agator corrections. In the narrow V width approximation, neglecting for simplicity the
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h! S  Z= SMZ  W = SMW h! S  Z= SMZ  W = SMW
`+p `
 
p `
+
r `
 
r  0:82 `+p ` p `+p ` p  0:74
pprr  0:82 pppp  0:68
`+p `
 
p rr  0:82 upupupup  0:78
upupurur  0:82 dpdp dpdp  0:77
dpdp drdr  0:82 `+p pr` r + h.c.  0:92
upup drdr  0:82 updp drur + h.c.  0:92
`+p `
 
p up;rup;r  0:82 `+p pup;rdp;r + h.c.  0:92
`+p `
 
p
dp;rdp;r  0:82 upup dpdp  0:03  0:89
ppup;rup;r  0:82 `+p ` p pp  0:04  0:91
pp dp;rdp;r  0:82
Table 6. Coecients of  V = 
SM
V appearing in the relative SMEFT correction  
SMEFT
h!S = 
SM
h!S ,
using the fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input scheme. We distinguish channels with same- or dierent-
avor fermion pairs (p 6= r). The double subscript p; r indicates that both same and dierent
avor-currents are included.
o-shell boson's contribution, one would just have (see also eq. (6.9)):
 SMEFTh!V V !4f
 SMh!V V !ff
= 1   V
 SMV
+ : : : (6.11)
Once all the contributions are taken into account, the coecient of  V = 
SM
V in this
expression generally deviates from  1. Table 6 shows the values obtained in this work.
We use the fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input scheme, so the only relevant corrections are due to
shifts in the width of W;Z, as MZ = MW = 0.
For completeness, we also report here the numerical expression of the width shifts in
terms of Wilson coecients, in the same scheme:
 Z
 SMZ
= 0:46 ~CHWB   0:07 ~CHD   0:18 ~C(1)Hl   1:37 ~C(3)Hl   0:18 ~CHe
+ 0:47 ~C
(1)
Hq + 1:61
~C
(3)
Hq + 0:24
~CHu   0:18 ~CHd + ~C 0ll; (6.12)
 W
 SMW
=
4
3

~C
(3)
Hq   ~C(3)Hl

+ ~C 0ll: (6.13)
6.5 Summary of the impact of various contributions to h! 4f
In this section we have examined the impact of various classes of terms in the squared
amplitude to the nal SMEFT calculation for h ! 4f , and in particular those that are
usually omitted in narrow W;Z-width calculations.
We nd that the largest among the latter contributions are those from photon-mediated
diagrams. These have a very signicant impact on the determination of the dependence
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on the Wilson coecients CHW ; CHB; CHWB in the h ! 4f partial widths. This eect
can be a few times larger in absolute value compared to the contribution from ZZ;WW
diagrams only and is most relevant for channels proceeding via NC.
The accurate estimate of the corrections due to W;Z propagator shifts is also found
to be important, as it leads to a O(20   30)% dierence in the dependence on  V = SMV
with respect to the naive narrow-width estimate.
The interference among NC and CC diagrams, when present, is found to aect signif-
icantly the CHWB dependence, as well as that on CHB and C
(1)
Hl in the leptonic channels.
Its contribution is subleading (between a few % and O(15)%) for all other parameters.
Finally, the interference between two dierent NC contractions contributes only to
O(10)% or less of the dependence on all Wilson coecients, with the exception of the
`+` `+`  channel, where the \crossed" photon diagrams eect is unsuppressed.
7 Conclusions
We have calculated and presented the Higgs width in the SMEFT for a set of two and
four body Higgs decays. Our results are presented in a manner that more than one input
parameter scheme can be used. The resulting dependence on the Wilson coecients in the
Higgs width, and branching ratios, is signicantly dierent than the partial results in the
literature, and signicantly dierent than various results obtained using the narrow width
approximation. The main reason for this dierence is more naive narrow width approaches
miss large interference eects which introduce a leading dependence on Wilson coecients
in the SMEFT in some nal states.
The numerical size of the corrections we have determined, in the perturbation of the
Higgs width depends upon the Wilson coecients. Determining constraints on the Wilson
coecients in a consistent global SMEFT analysis is an active pursuit in the theoretical
community. Some combinations of the parameters perturbing the Higgs width are signi-
cantly constrained by EWPD and diboson production data. We leave a combined analysis
of the constraints inferred on physics beyond the SM, combining EWPD, diboson data,
and Higgs data to future publications.
These results we have presented allow the inclusive branching ratios and total width
of the Higgs, constructed from the processes reported here, to be determined without a
Monte Carlo generation of phase space being performed for each Wilson coecient value
chosen.11
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A Tables of numerical results
In this appendix we report tables that summarize the SM partial width and relative SMEFT
corrections for all the Higgs decay channels considered in this work.
We parameterize each partial width as in eq. (6.5), with the SM result taken to be the
current best estimate, as provided by the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group [53, 54].
The SMEFT corrections are tabulated reporting the values of the coecients a
(S)
i for
each channel S and L(6) coecient Ci. These are determined directly from our tree-level
calculation and have been cross-checked with MadGraph5 and the SMEFTsim packages.
We give results both in the fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg (table 7, 9) and in the f^ew; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg
(table 8, 10) input schemes.
We note that the scheme dependence is particularly large for the coecients CHWB,
CHD, C
(3)
Hl and C
0
ll and stronger in the 4-fermion decay channels that are dominantly
mediated by charged currents. These discrepancies are mostly due to the dierent denition
of the weak mixing angle (or equivalently, of the weak gauge couplings g1, g2) and of MW
in the two schemes. Numerically, for the s2 correction we nd:
s2 =  0:39 ~CHD   0:42 ~CHWB (M^W scheme) (A.1)
s2 = 0:17
~CHD + 0:79 ~CHWB + 0:76 ~C
(3)
Hl   0:34 ~C 0ll (^ew scheme) (A.2)
As s2 enters directly the Z couplings to fermions, the large numerical dierence between
these two results directly propagates to the 4-fermions partial widths mediated by neutral
currents.
The total decay width of the Z boson has also a signicantly dierent dependence on
these 4 parameters in the two schemes. When ^ew is an input, one has numerically
 Z
 SMZ
=  0:82 ~CHWB   0:67 ~CHD   0:19 ~C(1)Hl   2:06 ~C(3)Hl   0:19 ~CHe
+ 0:47 ~C
(1)
Hq + 1:61
~C
(3)
Hq + 0:26
~CHu   0:19 ~CHd + 1:35 ~C 0ll
(A.3)
which can be compared to the result for the M^W input scheme in eq. (6.12).
The shift in MW (see eq. (3.10)), on the other hand, has a very signicant impact on
the predictions for the total W width and for the 4-fermion Higgs decays proceedings via
charged currents. In the ^ew scheme one has
 W
 SMW
=  3:97 ~CHWB   1:80 ~CHD   3:52 ~C(3)Hl + 1:33 ~C(3)Hq + 2:10 ~C 0ll : (A.4)
Comparing this result to eq. (6.13), one nds that the dependence on CHWB and CHD is
present only in the ^ew scheme, and at the same time corrections due to C
(3)
Hl and C
0
ll are
very scheme-dependent.
These eects are all reected in the tables presented in this appendix.
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h! S  SMh!S (MeV) ~CHW ~CHB ~CHWB ~CHG ~CHD ~CH ~C(3)Hl ~C0ll Re ~CdH Re ~CuH Re ~CeH
bb 2.38  0:5 2  2 1  2
cc 0.12  0:5 2  2 1  2
+  0.26  0:5 2  2 1  2
gg 0.33 619
Z 6.32 10 3  243 243 162
 9.31 10 3  231  805 431
Table 7. Partial SM Higgs decay width and coecients a
(S)
i in the relative SMEFT correction for
2-body decay channels, using the fM^W ; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input scheme and including all contributions.
The SM values are taken from the tables provided by the LHCHXSWG and include higher order
corrections [53, 54].
h! S  SMh!S (MeV) ~CHW ~CHB ~CHWB ~CHG ~CHD ~CH ~C(3)Hl ~C0ll Re ~CdH Re ~CuH Re ~CeH
bb 2.38  0:5 2  2 1  2
cc 0.12  0:5 2  2 1  2
+  0.26  0:5 2  2 1  2
gg 0.33 619
Z 6.32 10 3  246 246 155
 9.31 10 3  233  765 422
Table 8. Partial SM Higgs decay width and coecients a
(S)
i in the relative SMEFT correction for
2-body decay channels, using the f^ew; M^Z ; G^F ; M^hg input scheme and including all contributions.
The SM values are taken from the tables provided by the LHCHXSWG and include higher order
corrections [53, 54].
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B Four body phase space integrations
B.1 Analytic results
Integrating four body phase space is a formally solved problem. Executing such integrations
in the SMEFT still presents technical challenges. Our interest in the four body phase
space volume is to describe the decays of the form h!     . When directly numerically
integrating this phase space volume, we use the approach in ref. [61], which relies on ref. [62].
It is helpful to transform the phase space integral to an integration over the set of
independent Lorentz invariants ij , the scalar product of the two four vectors ki and kj ,
instead of angular variables which are not Lorentz invariant. There are ve independent
invariants of the form f12; 13; 14; 23; 24; 34g that are present in four body decays,
subject to the momentum conservation condition
m2h =
X
i
m2i + 2
X
i<j
ij : (B.1)
When an index is repeated, we use the convention that 2i = ii Although closely related
in the massless limit the notation ij and k
2
ij are distinct. The massless limit relationship
between the quantities is k2ij = 2ij .
The phase space volume in these variables [62] isZ
d ps =
Z
(2)44(Ph  
X
i
ki)
Y
ki
d3ki
(2)32Eki
;
=
1
28m2h 
6
p DetM4
Z
4
0@X
i<j
ij   (m2h  
X
i
m2i )=2
1AY
i<j
d(ij): (B.2)
where the determinant is on the real symmetric matrix constructed of the Lorentz invariants
M4 =
0BBBBB@
21 12 13 14
21 
2
2 23 24
31 32 
2
3 34
41 42 43 
2
4
1CCCCCA : (B.3)
The momentum conguration is physical so long as the matrix M4 has one positive and
three negative eigenvalues [61, 62]. Imposing this condition on the momentum is aided by
performing a Gram-Schmidt diagonalization of the momentum vectors. The basis vectors
of the Lorentz space of the ij can be chosen to be independent. This is easily done
by imposing the condition that one vector is time-like and three are space-like. Then the
physical momentum congurations dening the phase space are dened by the simultaneous
set of conditions
21 > 0;
21 
2
2   212 < 0;
21 
2
2 
2
3   21 223   22 213   23 212 + 212 23 13 < 0; (B.4)
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and
21 
2
2 
2
3 
2
4   21 22 234   21 223 24 + 221 23 24 34   21 23 224   212 23 24 + 212 234
+212 13

23 
2
4   24 34
  214 (12 23 34   12 24 23   13 22 34 + 13 23 24);
+213

224   22 24

+ 214
 
223   22 23

< 0 (B.5)
In the limit that all nal state masses are taken to vanish k2i ! 0 and these conditions can
be simultaneously solved to give the phase space volume:
B.1.1 Region 1
0  12  m
2
h
2
0  34  1
2
(mh  
p
212)
2)
0  13  1
4
 
m2h   212   234
  m2h
4


12; 34;
m2h
2

1
4
(m2h   212   413   234)
 m
2
h
4


12; 34;
m2h
2

 14  1
4
(m2h   2k12   413   234) +
m2h
4


k12; 34;
m2h
2

1
2(k13 + 14)2
h
A  2
p
B
i
 23  1
2(13 + 14)2
h
A+ 2
p
B
i
(B.6)
B.1.2 Region 2
0  12  m
2
h
2
0  34  1
2
(mh  
p
212)
2)
1
4
 
m2h   212   234

 m
2
h
4


12; 34;
m2h
2

 13  1
4
 
m2h   212   234

+
m2h
4


12; 34;
m2h
2

0  14  1
4
 
m2h   212   234   413

+
m2h
4


12; 34;
m2h
2

1
2(13 + 14)2
h
A  2
p
B
i
 23  1
2(13 + 14)2
h
A+ 2
p
B
i
(B.7)
where,
(a;b;c) =
r
1  2(a+b)
c
+
(a b)2
c2
A=13(13 +14)

m2h 2(12 +13 +14)] 234[12(13 14)+13(13 +14)

B= 212131434

m2h(13 +14) 2(12 +13 +14)(13 +14 +34)

(B.8)
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Retaining nal state masses is numerically required when the double photon pole is
present in some interference cases. The conditions above can be directly imposed on a
numerical integration over the ij variable set in this case, modifying the allowed phase
space volume further.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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